Conjugated polymers (CPs) are emerging materials for many useful applications. One of the more attractive applications of CPs is for sensor design, due to the signal amplification property and the versatility in molecular design of CPs. Many interesting conjugated-polymer sensors for the detection of chemical and biological molecules have been developed. Polydiacetylene (PDA) is a unique conjugated polymer showing the well-known pressure-sensitive color change. The color change is believed to appear from the conformational change of the conjugated backbone of PDA induced by external stimuli, such as heat, pH change, and mechanical pressure. Topochemical polymerization through 254 nm UV irradiation is the most commonly used method to polymerize well-packed diacetylene monomers with a high degree of spatial order, such as that found in Langmuir–Blodgett monolayers and self-assembled liposome bilayers. The photoinduced topochemical polymerization converts transparent diacetylene monomers into conjugated PDA with a blue color (absorption $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ at $\approx$ 640 nm). Upon external stimuli, the absorption $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ shifts from 640 nm (blue phase) to 540 nm (red phase). Interestingly, the triggered red phase of PDA is also weakly fluorescent, so PDA can provide dual signaling capability. The pressure-sensitive mechanochromism of PDAs has been used for colorimetric biosensor development to detect influenza virus, E. coli, microorganisms, cholera toxin, glucose, and nucleic acids, because shape changes of biological molecules accompany the recognition event.

We previously developed PDA-based self-signaling microarrays capable of highly selective, sensitive, and quantitative potassium detection. We also developed emissive PDA nanoparticles with dual signaling capability for sensitive and selective immunofluorescence labeling. However, the implemented PDA design principle for the PDA-based biosensors is only suitable for a specific single target molecule, because the sensory PDA films and liposomes were prepared from diacetylene monomers with a fixed particular receptor unit. To detect another analyte, a new diacetylene monomer with a new receptor unit has to be synthesized and purified stringently. However, to achieve a PDA microarray with high throughput capacity, various receptors must be present at the microarray surface. This requires efficient tethering of receptors after the liposome immobilization on a glass substrate for both convenience and to allow for user-prepared microarrays, because in many cases researchers will want to put their own receptors, for example, various proteins, on the chip surface. In this regard, the realization of a universal PDA platform will require the development of a novel molecular-design principle that will allow for the incorporation of various receptor units after preparation of sensory PDA films.

In this contribution, we present our recent development of PDA microarrays for selective and sensitive mercury detection. Mercury ($\text{Hg}^{2+}$) is a well-known neurotoxin, and its accumulation in the human body induces critical brain damage, resulting in blindness, deafness, memory loss, and death. Therefore, the allowable concentration of mercury in drinking water is strictly regulated to be less than 2 ppb. To detect mercury, various methods have been developed by means of gold nanoparticles, fluorophores, DNAzymes, proteins, and polymers. Our sensory PDA microarrays were developed based on self-assembling diacetylene molecules having an epoxy group to achieve a universal PDA platform for convenient post tethering of receptors. We chose the epoxy group because it can be a versatile functional group for bioconjugation with biological molecules by means of its reaction with ubiquitously present amine groups on biological molecules. Epoxy groups are also stable for storage.

N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)-activated carboxylic acid is a common choice for immobilization of PDA liposomes on an amine-modified substrate, and an amine is for an aldehyde-modified substrate. We compared the immobilization efficiency and the stability of the epoxy group with those of NHS-activated carboxylic acid and ethylenediamine. We synthesized PCDA (10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid)-Epoxy according to the procedure described in the Supporting Information. The self-assembled diacetylene liposomes (Epoxy liposome) were prepared using a 4:1 mixture of the PCDA-Epoxy and PCDA. The two control liposomes, composed of a 1:1 mixture of PCDA:PCDA-linker-NHS (NHS liposome) and 1:1 mixture of PCDA-EDEA:PCDA-EDA (EDA liposome), were prepared according to the literature procedures. We immobilized the Epoxy and NHS liposomes on an amine-modified glass substrate and the EDA liposome on an aldehyde-modified glass substrate.
respectively, using identical conditions. The results showed that PCDA-Epoxy liposomes have much faster immobilization kinetics, and result in better film quality and better stability than the other two (the detailed results are in the Supporting Information).

We developed highly selective and sensitive PDA microarrays for mercury detection based on the Epoxy liposome system developed. Scheme 1 illustrates our design strategy. Note that the same epoxy units were used for liposome tethering onto the substrate and for the post-tethering of the ssDNA aptamer as a selective receptor for mercury detection. Studying the literature, we identified the thymine-rich ssDNA aptamer (5'-TTCTTCTTCCCCCTTGGTTTGT-3') that forms a thymine-HgII-thymine complex (T-Hg-T) by selective binding with Hg2+.[14] As schematically illustrated in Scheme 1, our PDA mercury sensors are designed in such a way that when the ssDNA aptamers recognize and wrap around mercury ions, the resulting bulky T-Hg-T complexes repulse each other. The static repulsion force is then transferred to the PDA liposomes to perturb their conjugated ene-yne backbone, and produces the color change from blue to red and the red fluorescence emission. The PCDA-Epoxy/PCDA (4:1) liposome solution was first immobilized onto an amine glass slide. We then spotted the thymine-rich ssDNA aptamer using a microarrayer onto the liposome layer and incubated the slide at room temp for 3 h under 70% humidity to prevent the aptamer solution from drying out. After rinsing away any unreacted ssDNA aptamers, we photopolymerized the liposome slide using a 254 nm UV lamp (1 mW cm⁻²) for 20 s.

First, we tested the sensitivity of the PDA microarray. Figure 1 shows the fluorescence microscopy images of the PDA microarray after incubation with Hg2⁺ solution in various concentrations at room temperature for 1 h. The developed red-fluorescence intensity has a close relationship with the concentration of the mercury solution, and the correlation is shown in Figure 1D. As the concentration of mercury ions increases, more T-Hg-T complexes will be formed, and induce stronger perturbation of the ene-yne backbone of the PDA liposomes, resulting in the increase in the red fluorescence intensity. Based on the correlation curve, therefore, a quantitative analysis of an unknown mercury concentration is also achievable. The detection limit after 1 h of incubation confirmed by microscopy images was 0.005 mM (0.027 mg/20 mL). This detection limit is imposed by our microscope, and could be much better if a more sensitive equipment was used.

Scheme 1. A) Chemical structure of the diacetylene monomers, PCDA and PCDA-Epoxy. B) Schematic illustration of the PDA liposome-based microarray for mercury detection. a) Surface modification of the glass substrate with amine functionality. b) Immobilization of the Epoxy liposomes onto the amine glass slide through epoxy-amine coupling. c) Post-tethering of the ssDNA aptamer by means of a microarrayer. d) Photopolymerization of the PDA liposomes using a 254 nm UV lamp. e) Recognition of the target mercury ions results in red fluorescent emission.
We also conducted a detection study with the PDA liposome in solution to better understand the recognition of Hg$^{2+}$ by the ssDNA aptamer. Figure 2 shows the UV-vis absorption and PL emission spectra of the PDA-liposome solution upon addition of mercury (Hg$^{2+}$) ions at room temperature. The absorption peak at 650 nm decreased and the red-phase absorption band appeared upon addition of 0.03 mM of Hg$^{2+}$ (Fig. 2A). The fluorescence intensity of the PDA liposomes also increased upon addition of Hg$^{2+}$ (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, after 2 h incubation, the UV-vis spectrum showed a bathochromic shift, as shown in Figure 2A, and the PDA liposomes formed aggregation. Unlike the PDA liposomes in the solid microarray, the PDA liposomes in solution have freedom of translational movement. Therefore, the thymine-rich ssDNA liposome in solution can form intermolecular as well as intramolecular T-Hg-T complexes, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2C. The formation of the intermolecular T-Hg-T complexes is likely the origin of the observed aggregation and the slight bathochromic shift in UV-vis spectrum.

We investigated the selectivity of the PDA microarray by incubating various metal ions, such as Cd$^{2+}$, K$^+$, Na$^+$, Sn$^{2+}$, I$^+$, Cu$^{2+}$, and Zn$^{2+}$, with the PDA microarray. As can be seen in Figure 3A and B, the fluorescence-emission intensity induced by other metal ions are orders of magnitude smaller than that induced by the same concentration of mercury ion, demonstrating the excellent selectivity of the PDA-liposome array.

In summary, we have developed PDA-liposome-based microarrays for selective and sensitive mercury detection. We investigated and identified the epoxy group as a universal functional group for efficient immobilization of PDA liposome onto a solid substrate, and for the convenient post-tethering of the amine-modified ssDNA aptamer (5’-TTCTTTCTTCCCCCTTTGGTTTGT-3’) on the liposome surface as a selective receptor for the recognition of mercury ion. The PDA mercury sensors are designed in such a way that when the ssDNA aptamers recognize and wrap around mercury ions, the steric repulsion between the resulting bulky T-Hg-T complexes perturbs the conjugated ene-yne backbone of the PDA liposomes, and produces the color change from blue to red and the red fluorescence emission. The detection limit of the PDA microarray is 5 mM. The specificity of the ssDNA aptamer toward Hg$^{2+}$ provides excellent selectivity to the PDA microarray as well. The developed Epoxy-based PDA-
Experimental

Preparation of the Liposomes: A mixture of the PCDA-Epoxy and PCDA (4:1 mole ratio) was dissolved in 0.5 mL of tetrahydrofuran. The solution was then heated at 90 °C for 2 h. After the sonication, the solution was filtered through 0.8 μm cellulose syringe filter three times to remove liposomes of undesired size, and stored at 5 °C for 2 h.

Immobilization of the Liposomes: An amine-modified glass slide was incubated in the PCDA-Epoxy/PCDA(4:1) lipid solution for 20 min at room temperature. The PDA-liposome-immobilized glass slide was washed vigorously using 10 mL HEPES buffer pH 8.0 for 3 min. The glass slide was dried and stored under nitrogen at 5 °C.

Fabrication of the PDA Microarray: A solution of 100 μM of ssDNA in 5 mL HEPES buffer pH 9.5/3 × SSC Buffer (1:1) was prepared. The ssDNA probe solution was then heated at 90 °C for 3 min. Thymine-rich ssDNA was spotted onto the glass slide coated with the PDA liposomes using a manual microarrayer (VP 475, VBP scientific, INC) at 70% humidity. The glass slide with the spotted ssDNA was incubated for 6 h at 75% humidity. After rinsing with 1% SDS buffer pH 8.0 for 3 min and deionized water, the slide was dried under a stream of nitrogen followed by the photopolymerization with 254 nm UV light (1 mW cm−2) for 20 s.
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